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Introduction 
State preparation - the process of loading a known probability mass function or 
setting a quantum system to a specific known state - is a critical part of quantum 
algorithm development. It is also essential in hybrid classical/quantum algorithms 
that perform some quantum calculation, which needs to start in a known state, 
measure the state, perform a classical computation, and repeat this process as 
necessary, using different starting states for each iteration . 

 

This tutorial will show how to build, analyze, and optimize a simple state 
preparation circuit using the Classiq Quantum Algorithm Design platform . 

Perform the following steps: 

Open VSCode 
VSCode is the environment in which you will create, synthesize and analyze 
quantum models .  
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If this is your first time using Classiq, find the Classiq extension and install it : 

Login 
Press Ctrl+Shift+P on PC or ⇧⌘P on Mac to show the command palette and 
choose “Classiq: Login to Classiq”. This will take you to a Web page in which you 
will enter your login credentials. 
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Create the workspace 
If this is your first time running the Classiq extension, add a working folder to 
your VSCode workspace using the Add Folder to Workspace… command from the 
VSCode File menu. 

 
Create an example file 
 
Make a new file and save as “state_preparation.qmod” with the following content:  

 

 
The desired probability mass function (“pmf:” statement) has eight elements, so it 
is aiming to prepare the state of three qubits (since 23 = 8). 
  

{    

    "constraints": { 

       "max_width": 4, 

       "max_depth": 100 

    }, 

    "logic_flow": [{ 

        "function": "StatePreparation", 

        "function_params": { 

            "probabilities": {"pmf": [0.05, 0.11, 0.13, 0.23, 0.27, 
0.12, 0.03, 0.06]}, 

            "error_metric": {"KL": {"upper_bound": 0.05}} 

        } 

    }] 

}
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Generate the circuit 
From the command palette, select “Classiq: Generate Quantum Circuit.” 

You will be prompted to enter a name for the output, such as “test.” After a few 
seconds, you will see a screen like this: 

This view has three main parts: 
Source code: this is the left panel, and it shows the source code of the model that 
we loaded 
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Quantum circuit: in this middle panel, we see the quantum circuit generated  
by Classiq. It fulfills the required behavior of the model and meets the desired 
constraints. In this case, the circuit looks like this  : 

 
As you can see, this circuit uses four qubits which is what we defined in the 
model. 
 
Qasm code: the panel on the right shows Qasm code that fulfills this circuit: 

 
 

// Generated by Classiq. 

// Creation timestamp: 2022-02-25T20:20:49.683060+00:00 

// Random seed: 3934292648 

 

OPENQASM 2.0; 

include "qelib1.inc"; 

gate statepreparation_qprir2 q0,q1,q2,q3 { u(1.5307857,-pi,0) q2; 
u(2.8040269,-pi,0) q1; cx q2,q1; u(-1.90836209326342,0.0,0.0) q1; cx 
q2,q1; u(1.37340076694502,0.0,0.0) q1; x q2; cx q2,q1; u(-
1.37340076694502,0.0,0.0) q1; cx q2,q1; x q2; u(2.9441971,-pi,0) q0; x 
q1; u1(pi/4) q2; h q3; cx q2,q3; u1(-pi/4) q3; cx q2,q3; cx q1,q2; 
u(0,-pi/8,-pi/8) q2; u(pi,-3*pi/4,pi/2) q3; cx q2,q3; u1(-pi/4) q3; cx 
q2,q3; cx q1,q2; u1(pi/4) q1; u1(pi/4) q2; u(pi,-3*pi/4,pi/2) q3; cx 
q1,q3; u1(-pi/4) q3; cx q1,q3; u(pi/2,0,-3*pi/4) q3; cx q3,q0; u(-
1.76819188664478,0.0,0.0) q0; cx q3,q0; h q3; cx q2,q3; u1(-pi/4) q3; 
cx q2,q3; cx q1,q2; u(0,-pi/8,-pi/8) q2; u(pi,-3*pi/4,pi/2) q3; cx 
q2,q3; u1(-pi/4) q3; cx q2,q3; cx q1,q2; u1(pi/4) q1; u(pi,-
3*pi/4,pi/2) q3; cx q1,q3; u1(-pi/4) q3; cx q1,q3; x q1; u(pi/2,0,-
3*pi/4) q3; } 

qreg q[4]; 

statepreparation_qprir2 q[0],q[1],q[2],q[3];
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That’s it! You ’ve generated a fully working quantum circuit for state preparation. 
 
The resulting quantum circuit is also saved to a directory under (current 
workspace path) /(supplied name). 
In that same directory, you will also find an interactive_circuit.html file, which you 
can open with a browser and explore the resulting circuit by clicking on the + or - 
signs in each block. 

Test the circuit 
To check that the circuit met our requirements, we ’ll use the IBM Quantum 
Experience site . 

 
Login into the quantum computing site at  http://quantum-computing.ibm.com  

(you can create a free account if you don ’t have one) and then launch the  IBM 
Quantum Composer 

 
Now copy the Qasm code generated by Classiq into the rightmost panel of the 
IBM Quantum Composer. 
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We can see in the bottom left, the probabilities we specified are displayed: 
 
 

Note: To see a ‘bell-shaped’ distribution sorted in the proper order, you might 
need to add a swap command such as 

Congratulations! 
You’ve just completed a working quantum circuit with the Classiq platform.  
What else can we learn about this circuit and how can we change it?  

  

swap q[1],q[3]; 
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Analyzing the circuit 
You can learn important attributes about the circuit by analyzing it.  Once a circuit 
is ready, click on the Qasm code (rightmost panel) and then select “Classiq: 
Analyze Quantum Circuit” from the command palette. 

Classiq’s analysis tool appears that you can drag and drop the .qasm file into. If 
we switch back to VS, the result of the analysis will look something like this: 
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 You can see that the analyzer provided many interesting details, such as the 
depth of the circuit, the number of gates being used, and the types of gates   that 
were chosen for this circuit. These are outlined in the capture below. 
 

Modifying the code 
In our model, you might remember that we defined the desired states and defined 
the desired accuracy that we expect of the state preparation. In this case, we 
asked for 5% accuracy. 

But what if we need greater accuracy? For this, we can try changing “upper 
bound” parameter of “error_metric” from its current value of 0.05 to something 
else, such as 0.005.  
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Try it! Change the accuracy and then regenerate the circuit. Interestingly, you’ll 
get an error message (in the bottom right corner of the screen) 

Overcoming a constraint 
What just happened?  
The circuit generator looks at all the constraints given in the model, and one of 
the constraints was the maximum depth of the circuit. When the accuracy is 0.05, 
the analyzer revealed to us that the circuit depth was 41. But to reach greater 
accuracy, we need greater depth and the current model set 100 as the 
upper_bound of the depth, which might not be enough. The upper limit might be a 
limitation of the target hardware, but if this limitation is arbitrary, let’s increase 
the depth to 150 and see what happens. 
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This time, the circuit generation was successful : 

 
Analyze the circuit once again, and now we see that the resulting circuit has a 
depth of 109, which is within the bounds that we set. 
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Try another optimization 
Perhaps even with the lower accuracy, this circuit has too many gates. To explore 
the alternatives, change the accuracy to 0.1 and see what happens. 

Congratulations! 
In this tutorial, you successfully analyzed a circuit, changed it, and learned to 
overcome some constraints. We hope you had a chance to appreciate how easy it 
is to set constraints, explore alternatives, and quickly get to a working quantum 
circuit with the Classiq platform. 
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